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Energy Consumption in Optical Modulators

Introduction
Energy and optical modulators
Optics can save energy per bit in interconnects [1]

Consequence of quantum mechanics [2]
But we need very low energy devices to convert from optics to 

electronics
One promising direction

Optical modulators
No threshold
Some very efficient mechanisms

Such as quantum well electroabsorption
e.g., germanium quantum wells compatible with 

silicon [3]
But how much energy does a modulator dissipate per bit?

Three main sources of energy dissipation in modulators
Dynamic dissipation

Charging and discharging device capacitance
Static dissipations

Absorption of optical power
Photocurrent dissipation (in electroabsorptive devices)
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Example modulator performance

Note that 
1) The lowest demonstrated dynamic energy (0.75 fJ) is for a 

Ge quantum well electroabsorption modulator without the 
need for any resonator [3]

2) Electroabsorption modulators can be inefficient at launching 
useful optical energy, especially if they are run at high bias

3) Low-voltage designs of electroabsorptive modulators can be 
relatively efficient at launching optical energy [7]

Possible future designs
How should we design for very low energy dissipation?
Design quantum well modulator with very thin intrinsic region 

so that it can be run into small forward bias, cancelling the 
built-in field.

Such a device could actually be more energy efficient than an 
ideal modulator 

because of photovoltaic energy recovery in forward bias.

Conclusions
Dynamic energy/bit in modulators is

even when using static bias voltage
Only swing voltage matters because energy is returned to 

the bias supply during device discharge

Photocurrent dissipation can dominate if bias voltages are high
Low or even slight forward bias operation can eliminate 

photocurrent dissipation
For minimum energy, electroabsorptive modulators  should

use thin intrinsic regions
run at low or even slight forward bias

Very low operating energies (< 1 fJ per bit) are possible with 
electroabsorptive modulators, even without resonators.

Modulators are therefore very promising for very low energy 
interconnects
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Dynamic dissipation
Presume driving circuit as below

What energy is dissipated in charging from bias voltage 
VB to voltage VB+VDD and discharging back to VB?

The energy added to the capacitor when charging it is

Is this energy dissipated in a charge/discharge cycle?
No! Why?

Because energy is put back into the bias supply!
Charge Q=CVDD was added to the capacitor in charging it. 
This charge goes back into the bias supply when discharging 

(as long as it is decoupled)
putting energy QVB = CVDDVB back into the bias supply.

Correctly adding up all these energies shows that a total 
energy                        is dissipated in  a cycle

What is the dynamic  energy per bit?
In a random bit stream, a charge/discharge cycle occurs on the 

average once every four bits
Out of the four possible 2-bit sequences

00 01 11 10 
one (01) involves an “up” transition 
one (10) involves a “down” transition

Hence, the average dynamic dissipation per bit is

even when the device is biased with a static voltage

Note: this formula has been previously correctly understood 
and applied in Refs. [4] and [5], though these devices did not  
use static bias in addition to drive voltage swing.

Absorption and Photocurrent dissipation
What energy is dissipated from absorption and 

photocurrent?
Absorbing a photon in an electroabsorptive modulator under 

forward bias VF leads to energy dissipation

Here a photovoltaic energy of magnitude eVF is returned to 
the bias supply

Under reverse bias VTOT

Considering forward bias VF as a reverse bias of VTOT =  -VF, 
we can use this expression in both cases.

How can we simply characterize the resulting efficiency?
We can therefore define an energy multiplication factor

for any VTOT as the factor by which the energy dissipation is 
larger than the absorbed optical energy.

If we also define                          and                                       as 
the fractional absorbed power in each of the two modulator 
states, then after some algebra, 

we can write an optical launch efficiency

which is the ratio of total energy dissipated to the total 
useful optical energy launched out of the modulator
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Modulator type C Drive 
VDD

Mod. 
Depth

Bias 
VB

Launch 
Eff. 

Energy 
Mag. 
1/

Si disk [MIT] [4] 12fF 1V 3.2dB – 3fJ 20–26% 3.8–4.9

GeSi FKE [MIT] [6] 11fF 3V 8dB 4V 25fJ 4% 25

Ge FKE [Oracle] [5] 25fF 4V 7.5dB 0V 100fJ 6.3% 16

Ge QCSE 
[Stanford] [3] 3fF 1V 3dB 4V 0.75fJ 5.6% 18

Proposed Ge 
QCSE [Stanford] [7] 24fF 1V 5dB 0V 6fJ 17% 6
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